TRACE3 ANNOUNCES CLOUD-LIKE DATA CENTER SOLUTIONS

Premier solution provider partners with HPE, Dell to develop the next evolution of the modern data center

Irvine, Calif. – May 12, 2022 – Trace3’s partnerships with HPE and Dell are creating bigger picture IT transformations for client organizations by refocusing on the agility of client data center.

Pulling from the simplicity of the cloud, Trace3 data center strategists have added a management consulting framework to evolve enterprise client data centers to perform more cloud-like. It follows an initiative in place by Trace3 to strengthen its modern infrastructure portfolio of offerings.

“Delivering cloud-like-performing data center results in better outcomes from the IT investments Trace3’s clients are making,” Trace3 Vice President of Modern Infrastructure CJ Metz said.

Joining Trace3 to launch the framework are HPE and Dell. Initial discussions are taking place during a meeting of advisory board members comprised of enterprise IT, Trace3, HPE, and Dell leaders.

“HPE and Trace3 have been solving complex challenges enterprise technology leaders for over 10 years.” Eric Gates, senior sales director of HPE, said. “We see this the development of this framework as the next step in that ongoing partnership.”

Gates and Metz continue to collaborate on the ways HPE GreenLake together with Trace3 push towards a modern cloud experience through the data center.

Allen Clingerman, field CTO at Dell Technologies recently talked with Metz about how Dell Apex is simplifying business operations that are held in a multi-cloud environment, with consistent experiences across the board.

“With Trace3 as one of the first adopters in the nation of the multi-cloud environments that is Dell Apex, we’re excited to lead this conversation with Trace3 and their most forwarding thinking clients,” Clingerman said.

About Trace3
Trace3 is a premier provider of advanced technology consultation services and solutions. Founded in 2002, Trace3 offers a broad mix of end-to-end technology services and solutions, ranging from artificial intelligence and data science to cloud computing and security consulting. The company also offers a venture capital briefing program, with a sharp focus on emerging technologies, and provides clients with extensive research focused on the latest IT trends. Trace3 is headquartered in Irvine, Calif. and maintains 25 office locations across the United States. For more information, visit trace3.com.
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